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Photographs of people are often frozen motion - the moment made eternal. In nature photography,

the opposite applies ... eternity is frozen and made into a moment. We are granted a glimpse of

eternity itself. ~
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Photographs of people are often frozen motion - the moment made eternal. In nature photography,

the opposite applies ... eternity is frozen and made into a moment. We are granted a glimpse of

eternity itself. ~

The book has a lot of really sweet landscape photography in it. I've been to Iceland once, and I will

tell you: there is practically no way that you'll be able to take as many really good pictures, and in as

many different very inaccessible places, as the photographer did here. The text complements the

pictures really well also. The photos and text are both by Icelanders and it sort of shows - their

connection to the landscapes of their country shows through. A really cool book. I almost backed

away at the price, but I am glad that I didn't. It's one of the travel-photography coffee-table books I

look through the most often, and I have a good five or six dozen of them in my collection.

I spent a year in Iceland while in the military. This is one of the better, photo, books on the place. If

you have never been, go. If you can't go, buy this book and enjoy.



I purchased this book for my partner who had visited Iceland on more than several occasions in the

past. The pictures are beautiful, and now he has something to look at with very fond memories.

I am pleased with my product

I am presently in Iceland and can confirm everything that has been said about the stunning images

this country offers those who are willing to make an effort. I saw this book in several shops, selling

in a range of ISK 5000 to 5600. But books of this kind are heavy, put a strain on my old, tired arms,

and risk exceeding the baggage allowance. So I thought I check out  to see if I can order the book

when I get back home. has two entries for the same title with almost identical cover images. This

one says it's by Victoria Cribb and two others. The other one gives Sigurgeir Sigurjonsson as the

author. From what I saw in the shops, this SS is a big name in nature photography in Iceland. Never

heard of Victoria Cribb before. The measures given in both entries appear to be the same, allowing

for small rounding differences. Neither of the entries state the number of pages. My conclusion is

that we are looking at the same book.Now the prices: among sells it for USD 80+. The second entry

is for offers by other suppliers, and a new book can be bought from around USD 46. The local price

converts to roughly USD 37. So, my old, tired arms will have to bear the stain.But shame on  for

trying to flog off their absurdly overpriced offering as something different.Antd, to echo another

commentator, do visit Iceland.

This book has most extra ordinary photos and does capture the stark beauty of this country of only

260,000 people. Everything in Iceland is very expensive and so is this book. There is now a line of

clothes including jackets, t-shirts, and hats with LOST IN ICELAND. As I write this I sit on a

Research Vessel in Reyjavik in June and the sun only sets for 3 hours. Dinner was over 50 dollars a

person. If you are interested in Iceland and its beauty buy this book and then save 5 thousand a

person, and visit!

This lovely photo book takes you to another world. It is simply magic. Background information on the

photos is well done, brief, and discreetly placed at the end. Especially if you have visited Iceland,

you will love this book.
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